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SPORTY CHAMPIONS
EDITORIAL

Physical Education offers students an opportunity to be physically active and
learn skills & behaviours conducive to maintaining physical activity for a lifetime.
It teaches them how to integrate physical activity into their daily routine.
‘Sporty Champions Club’ provides the children an opportunity to play indigenous
games that improve physical health and brain stimulation. The club activities
enhance their social skills as most of them are played in groups. They also learn
the need and importance to follow rules. These activities also teach them to win
and lose gracefully .
Club Master
SHIVA MATHUR

Indigenous Games - ‘Dodge Ball and One Leg Jump’
The students were made to play the games in turns. They were explained the
importance of the five D's of Dodge Ball - dodge, duck, dip, dive and dodge
along with the rules and method of playing the game.
The method and rules of the game - One Leg Jump were also demonstrated and
explained. The games aimed at enhancing muscular coordination and stamina of
the students. All the students enjoyed the activity and participated with great
zeal and zest.

Indoor Frolic – Snakes & Ladders, Ludo, Pick-up Sticks and Chinese
Checkers
In the activity conducted on 19.7.18 , the students were made to play indoor
games like Ludo, Snakes & Ladders, Pick-up Sticks and Chinese Checkers. Rules
and regulations of the games were explained to the students through
demonstration. They played enthusiastically and enjoyed thoroughly. The aim
of the activity was to enhance important social skills such as communicating
verbally, sharing, waiting, taking turns etc. along with enjoyment.

Exploring Kabaddi
The students got an opportunity to
explore the contact team sport,
Kabaddi,
in the activity conducted
on 23.08.18. They were apprised
of the dimensions of Kabaddi field
along with other details like number of
players and basic rules of the game
etc.
through
videos
and
live
demonstrations.
The
students
attempted to make a sketch of the
Kabaddi field under the supervision
and guidance of the club masters. As
an extension of the activity, the
students were made to play the game
in their regular Physical Education
Classes.

Exploring Kho-Kho
In the club activity organised on
20.9.18, the students explored the
traditional Indian tag game, Kho-Kho.
They were apprised of the rules and
regulations of the game which was
followed by a demonstration explaining
the method of playing the game. The
terms, ‘Chasers’ and ‘Runners’ along
with the other terms used in the game
were explained. The students were
divided into teams and made to play
the game in turns. The activity was
thoroughly enjoyed by all the students
and they participated with great zest
and fervour.
Retro-Indian Games – Marbles and Pitthu (Seven Stones)
The students got an opportunity to explore some of the traditional Indian games
in the activity conducted on 25.10.18. The club master listed some traditional
Indian games and briefed the students about their origin. After the introduction,
they were apprised of the rules and method of playing the games -marbles and
seven stones. They were made to play the games in turns. All the students
enjoyed playing the games and participated with enthusiasm & vigour.

Modified Games - Tug Of War & Leg Cricket
Students got an opportunity to play Modified Games - Leg Cricket and Tug of War
in the activity conducted on 22.11.18. They keenly observed the demonstration
given by the teacher. They enthusiastically played the modified game which is
played with a football. Tug of war was also organised for the students wherein two
teams were put against each other in a test of strength. The teams pulled on the
opposite ends of a rope and tried to make the opponent cross over the centre line.

NUMBER FUN - TAMBOLA
The students learnt to play Tambola in the activity organised on 24.1.19.
The rules of the game were listed & explained by the club masters.
They played the game in pairs and each pair was given a card with different
numbers in a grid. Randomly selected numbers were then called out and they
marked the numbers off their cards. Different match winning combinations
such as early five, top, bottom and middle line and full house were followed
and winners were declared.

FUN ON BOARD - INDOOR GAMES
In the club activity organised on 14.2.19, the students were introduced to the
board games-Ludo, Snakes and Ladders & Chess. The rules and regulations of
the games were explained and demonstrated to them. The students were
divided into groups of two & four and made to play the games in turns. The
students enjoyed playing all the games and participated with enthusiasm &
vigour.

Parents’ Diary
The club has helped my child in every possible way. His confidence has improved
and that is all because of the teachers. I am very happy with the versatility of the
activities.
(Shubhi Chawla M/o Dhairya Chawla III D )

The different outdoor & indoor games included in the school curriculum
through this club not only helped in the physical fitness of the kids but also
brought forth social skills of leadership, teamwork, communication etc.
along with lots of fun. The games like Tug of War, Tambola, Kho-Kho which
require a large number of participants were enjoyed the most by the
children as they hardly get to play these games. It was a great experience
which helped in overall development of kids.
(Komila Singhal M/o Paavni Verma III B)

